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Full Name: Rob Israel
Age: 42
Birthplace: Brooklyn NY, USA

Tell us a bit about yourself
My name is Rob Israel. I’m an illustrator /
graphic artist with over 20 years of profes-
sional experience. I currently am an inde-
pendent artist. I’ve worked in the licensed 
apparel industry for over 13 years. I lived in 
NY the majority of my life, lived in California 
for about 5 years, and currently reside in 
Texas for about 7.

What is the story behind your 
artist pseudonym?
It’s my actual name. sometimes I wish I used a 
name like Wizard Lord, but it’s to late. Its 
fine anyway cause sometimes people don’t realize 
that Rob Israel is my actual real name.

Other hobbies aside from art and 
design?
I cohost a pod cast called You Still Going On 
About That. It’s a film and television based 
podcast with a dash of politics thrown in. My 
hobbies / interest include pop culture, punk 
rock, politics and all kinds of
weird stuff.
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Tell us about your journey becoming 
an artist?
After I graduated from College in 1999, I had 
already interned at some really boring magazine 
company. I’m pretty sure they weren’t happy 
with me because I was on the phone all the time 
booking shows for my band and others in the 
local Long Island NY Punk and hardcore music 
scene. I came into work one day and my phone 
was gone… go figure. 

After graduation I bounced back and forth with 
some temp jobs until I received a job at Troma 
Films or Tromaville.com, (the website died 
during the Internet bubble-burst of 2000). 
Being a huge Troma and Toxic Avenger fan, I 
had a great time working there. I used to rent 
those movies from my video store pre-Block-
buster. Probably shouldn’t have watched these 
films at the age I did, but whatever. It was a 
fun 2 years and I wanted to really take advan-
tage of being there. 

I did some bad acting and helped out behind 
the scenes of some filming (which was outside 
of my duty of making terrible flash animated 
cartoons). The fun ended (I was let go) and I 
had to get a real job. 

I went back to Long Island to go work at a 
marketing company and made posters for UFC 
and WWE and more. That was a good gig and I 
received a lot of experience from it. I left 
LI to try to find work in NYC. After a terrible 
long year at a major media outlet that I won’t 
mention, I received an opportunity to work at a 
licensing company. 

Continued...
The job was available because some guy that 
worked there took a ball to the groin while 
playing street hockey. I was there for a couple 
of years and was able to work with licensed 
characters that I grew up with and cherished. 

I moved on to work at a branded clothing 
company. That was like boot camp for me. They 
were brutal but it was a crash course in how 
the apparel industry worked and operated. The 
crash of 2008 opened the door for moving out of 
state and I accepted a job at a T-shirt company 
in Chico, California. 

I learned a lot about licensing and printing 
from working there. My wife and I had our son 
while living there. As in life, all things must 
come to an end and my time was over there. I 
accepted a position with another company in 
Dallas, Texas (been here about 7 years). After 
almost 5 years of being there and receiving 
some notoriety on social media  I decided to 
finally branch out and become an independent 
artist. 
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What about art makes you happy?
I enjoy creating artwork. It can be very ther-
apeutic and relaxing (depending on the project 
of course lol)

What has influenced the style of art 
you create?
It comes from years of absorbing sci-fi / horror 
movies, comic books, video games, anime, 
cartoons, and skater / lowbrow / psychedelic 
artwork.

What challenges have you faced as 
an artist?
Not getting stuck in a rut.

Who are some of your favourite 
artists?
Ron English, Alex Ross, Todd McFarlane, Jason 
Edmiston, Matt Groening, Jim Phillips. Kim Jung 
Gi Us, James Jean, Bill Sienkiewicz, Basqiat, 
Mark Ryden, Ralph Steadman and the list goes on 
and on.

What is your favourite piece of 
art?
I don’t really have a favorite piece. The 
interest and themes I work on evolve and change 
so its hard to pin point a specific piece of 
artwork.
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If you could give one piece of 
advice to aspiring artists, what 
would it be?
Keep working at it. Depending on what you want 
to do with your artwork be willing to grow and 
expand. Also you have to want to do it cause no 
one is gonna do it for you.

If you could meet any artist, alive 
or dead, who would it be? Why?
Not to say that he is a huge influence on my 
work but Basquiat would be cool to meet and 
hang out with. I would want him to be alive 
today so he could have reaped the rewards of 
his own work.

What is the story behind your 
design style?
Depends on what piece you are talking about. 
I feel like my work is noticed for having 
monstered up iconic images where I make them 
look like they came from an alternate hell 
dimension. I always enjoyed drawing monsters 
and I kind of fell into it and kept on going.

What do you like most about your 
design style?
I enjoy what I do but I never want to be stuck
in one specific look.

Where do you get inspiration to 
create the designs you do?
I grew up collecting comics ( still collect 
some these days) watching cartoons and horror 
and sci-fi movies that probably weren’t appro-
priate for my age. I also was heavily involved 
in the punk hardcore scene in my teens so 
some of these looks have kind of remained in 
my work. my work is also heavily influenced by 
politics, internet culture and current events.
creepy looking toys, kitsch, old video games 
and experimental music. 
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What techniques and mediums do you 
mainly use when you create?
It’s ranges from ink and sketch markers to just 
illustrating in photoshop.

What are your favourite tools to 
create art with?
Depending on the work, I usually like to use 
micron pens and copic markers.

What future styles or direction do 
you want to explore/take your art?
Everyday takes my work to a different place so I 
can’t answer that question at the moment.

What do you work toward in your 
free time?
Trying to be a great husband to my wife and 
father to my son.
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"Tap above to visit his Instagram profile"

https://www.instagram.com/robisrael/
https://www.instagram.com/robisrael/


ALIEN GOTH.
(Micro pen and digital colouring). 
Inspired by the Charles Addams, Addams Family 
character Wednesday Addams and the aliens from 
the John Carpenter sci-fi horror movie They 
Live. This was part of a series of illustra-
tions I made with different interpretations of 
the Wednesday Addams character.
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OK ROTTING PUMPKIN.

(Micron pen and digital ink). 
A fun illustration of a Halloween inspired 
monster rotting pumpkin. A combination of 2 of 
my favourite ings: Monsters and Halloween.



FRIENDS FOREVER.
(Micron pen and copic sketch markers).
My illustration celebrating the Charles M. 
Schulz Peanut Gang characters. Now that all 
remains are their Skeltons, but they seem to 
be having a great time, because they’re Friends 
Forever.

BARF MAN.
(Micro pen and digital colouring). 
A gross 2 face Monster Ghoul illustration. I 
drew this Imagining what kind of sinus infe 
tions you would suffer from if you had 2 mouths 
and 2 noses on one head.
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JACKALOPE ROAD.
(Micro pen and digital colouring).
A vivisection illustration of the mythical 
creature the Jackalope sitting in the middle of  
midwest highways in-between Texas BlueBonnet 
flowers.

SKULL CTHULHU.
(Micro pen).
A skeletal interpretation of H. P. Lovecraft’s 
character the ancient one Cthulhu. I tried to 
find out what the skeleton of this mythical 
beast would look like.
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Inside Phrase
“Destroy all Humans”

Who’s it for?
Who wouldn’t want to secretly watch on as humans got 
decimated by an extraterrestrial army?... This band 
is dedicated to all those sci-fi, monster-loving, 
alien apocalypse conspiracists… Or those who just 
have dim view of the human race...

Rob’s Style
Rob Israel’s style originates from years of absorbing 
sci-fi / horror movies, comic books, video games, 
anime, cartoons, and skater / lowbrow / psychedelic 
artwork. His style is noticed for having monstered up 
iconic images where he makes them look like they came 
from an alternate hell dimension. 

His love for monsters makes him the perfect candidate 
for creating a bold yet humorous wristband suitable 
for any alien apocalypse conspiracist.

http://www.empire-artist.com/product/destroy-all-humans-wristband/
http://www.empire-artist.com/product/destroy-all-humans-wristband/
http://www.empire-artist.com/product/destroy-all-humans-wristband/
http://www.empire-artist.com/product/destroy-all-humans-wristband/
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1 / EARN POINTS

SUMMARY OF THE EMPIRE 
POINTS SYSTEM

FOUR ways to earn points:

  > Make a Referral

  > Purchase products

  > Post with #EMPIREBANDS

  > Review, Follow Instagram

2 / UNLOCK TIERED BANDS
Use your TOTAL EARNED points 
(over all time) to unlock 
Tiers and get access to rare 
bands.

One   Two Three Four    Five

3 / PURCHASE WITH POINTS
Use your POINTS BALANCE to make 
purchases.

The more bands you purchase - 
the more value you receive.

THE FIVE PACK

> Save 28% per band (pre order only)
> Artist sticker per band
> Standard shipping free
> 5% total sale amount to the Artist

START EARNING POINTS > HERE 

ANY FIVE FOR $125  $90 (AUD)
or 900 points

https://empire-artist.com/my-account/
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NOT LONG NOW!
EXPECTED SHIPPING DATE

Expect to have your wristbands shipped in July at 
the latest - check your emails to keep informed.

QUESTIONS?
WHO TO CONTACT
 
If you have any questions feel free to email us 
at:

Info@empire-artist.com/

WANT TO COLLABORATE?

If you are interested in making your own custom 
wristbands or collector cards, visit:

Info@empire-artist.com/collaborate/

GET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR BAND

For our detailed care instructions, visit:

www.empire-artist.com/care-instructions/

FOLLOW OUR JOURNEY

WHERE TO FOLLOW
 
Follow us on Instagram and Facebook to keep up to 
date and follow our journey:

FACEBOOK >
empire.artist18

INSTAGRAM >
@empire.artist

THANK YOU

WANT TO LEARN MORE?

Download our General Information PDF
 
> HERE 

Download our Empire Points PDF
 
> HERE 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR INTEREST

Copyright Disclaimer:

All content in this [pdf] is copyright of either j b hill & j j olander t/a 
empire artist (abn 17 896 282 123) or the artist featured. Content must not be 
downloaded, copied, reproduced or used without express written permission from 
us, or the artist where the content is their own work. The artist retains all 
copyright for their artworks (which includes reproduction rights). If you wish to 
reproduce the work, this must be separately negotiated with the artist.

CULTIVATING 
CREATIVITY
The movement that serves 
the Artist and empowers 
you to express your inner 
creative.
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